Abstract complexes such as stellar associations, relatively close galaxies.
Introduction
A position sensitive X-ray proportional counter1 (PSPC) 
and of
The requirement on spatial linearity, ga uniformity, and stability set a practical lower lim of about one millimeter on the spacing between wire Given a minimum absolute error in the ability locate anode wires a smaller spacing would result in larger percentage variation in wire spacing and hen greater differential non-linearity and larger ga variations.
The voltage would also have to increased to maintain the same gain. Smaller spaci increases the tendency for the anode to dischax erratically and also results in greater mutual repulsive electrostatic stress upon adjacent anc wires.
In a detector of 20 cm or larger, the for between wires spaced less than 1 mm is near t threshold of forcing the wires to bow alternate above and below the plane.
We spaced the 10pm anode wires by using t precisely machined large screws as templates at eith end of the anode frame.
The anode wires were bonc with conductive epoxy to a macor ceramic fran Measurements of the anode wires (as shown in Figure  showed Solid curve (right scale) is computed angular resolution at focus of 10M telescope taking into account the conical geometry of the focused image and absorption characteristics of xenon.
The detector was subjected to a variety of tests involving scanning slits and pinholes. As shown in Figure 3 the small scale (< 1 cm) variation in gain was within + / -2%.
However, we observed a larger scale variation in gain across the detector of about 1.2% per centimeter (Figure 4 ), which we attributed to the anode and cathode planes not being perfectly parallel when placed in the detector. This should be correctable by more careful assembly.
As shown in Figure 5 , the differential spatial non-linearity is nearly always less than 2 mils (50sm) across the detector. In the focal plane of a 10m telescope, 50pm corresponds to a systematic error in the centroid of an image of one arcsecond. With an image diameter of only about 6 arcseconds from a typical cosmic X-ray source, the detection of about sixty photons provides sufficient statistical precision to obtain the limiting accuracy of one arcsecond. This is nearly always good enough to make optical identifications. More than 8 arcminutes off axis, the mirror becomes nes the limiting factor. the t a
The detector was also examined for flat the field response to uniform illumination. The results by are shown in Table 1 The energy linearity and resolution of the detector are similar to that of a conventional xenon proportional counter.
There is an indication of a small nonlinear effect at the upper end of the energy range ( Figure 6 ) but it is readily calibrated. The pulse height resolution is shown at several X-ray energies in Figure 7 . Conclusion
The new PSPC is a factor 3 to 5 superior to the IPC of the Einstein Obsrvatory with respect to spatial resolution, pulse height resolution, gain uniformity, and spatial linearity.
With the 3X increase in focal plane scale from Einstein to AXAF the solid angle of the minimum size pixel is reduced by over a factor of 100. A PSPC continues to provide uniquely important capabilities to an advanced x-ray observatory that also contains state of the art CCD's and channel plate detectors that surpass it in spatial and energy resolution. These are large format, broad bandwidth, high quantum efficiency, and low non x-ray background.
By spacing the anode wires with high precision and utilizing low noise electronics that permit the detector to operate at no more than moderate gain a PSPC can be a very uniform and stable instrument.
It will generally be the optimum device for studying low surface brightness sources such as clusters of galaxies as well as all extended sources and associations of sources that are larger than a few tenths of a degree in diameter.
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